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2741 L Gourlie     Yes Warren Park   As far away from Hornby Mall as possible, too many issues around traffic and parking. Note Hornby 
Mall traffic planning - none evident - who puts a carpark exit and entrance within metres of traffic 
lights? 

2740 Robyn Rushton     Yes Kyle Park or Warren Park We need to leave Denton Park as it is a Sports facility for cricket, rugby, touch, soccer, cycling, 
softball, clubrooms. Already have a traffic problem around the mall area. 

2739 Gail Peacock     Yes Kyle Park or Wycola Park As a community I believe we need to keep the current facilities as they are in Denton Park. 
 
-Above parks can accommodate the co-located facility 
 
-Easy access from all areas of the city 
 
-Takes traffic away from the already congested Chalmers St and Hornby Mall 

2737 Robert Owen Bain     Yes Kyle Park   Easy access 

2736 E McKerras     Yes Kyle Park   Currently Kyle Park is under utilised.  Public activity would hopefully reduce perceptions of negative 
behaviour in the area.  Maybe alternatives to underpass would be considered. 

2735 Glenda Hardie     Yes Kyle Park   My grandchildren and I often use the Halswell Leisure Centre.  I feel it would be an asset to the 
Hornby Community 

2734 Gary McLauchlan     Yes Kyle Park   It is close to the Schools which could use it also close to a Main Rd, and walking distance to Hornby 
Mall 

2695 Kevin Dorgan Hornby Rugby 
Club 

Patron & Life 
Member 

Yes Kyle Park     

2691 Kevin Collier Sport 
Canterbury 

Spaces and Places 
Consultant 

Yes Denton Park             Sport Canterbury would actually advocate for a HUB as opposed to co-location of the two facilities.
The major difference being that a hub has shared common structures (toilets, car parking etc)
whereas co-location of facilities can mean the location of two completely buildings on the same site
and therefore not sharing any facilities at all.
A hub would provide the following benefits:
 
1. Maximises effectiveness of the capital investment. 
 
2. Reduces total operational costs 
 
3. Enables shared use of common structures such as car parks, meeting rooms, toilets etc. 
 
4. Enables synergies between services 
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contd 

      5. Reduces the barrier of travel that can reduce participation. 

2689 Details removed     Yes Denton Park   Close to other key facilities and transport routes. Higher profile site likely to increase knowledge of
facility and therefore usage

2684 Margaret Ann 
Henderson 

    Yes Denton Park Denton Park or 
Kyle Park 

Easy access, need lots of parking, near buses. I could walk there 

2676 Tony Biland     Yes Denton Park   It is the only site that connects well for pedestrians with the Hub and Public Transport 

2666 Pueden Maal     Yes Kyle Park   Close to Hornby mall and bus services within walking distance and good roads for carpark and plenty 
of carparks!! 

2660 Lisa & Justin 
Chapman 

    Yes Denton Park   The most accessible site too  

2646 Laura Leary     Yes Kyle Park   This is a largely disused piece of land.  It is close to schools and the Hornby Hub and would provide 
for parking options for the facility 

2610 Christine Parker     Yes Denton Park I believe 
Denton Park is 
the most 
suitable site as 
there is room 
for all facilities 

Not only is it suitable for the combined library, pool and service centre, but it is central and near the 
bus exchange and the Hub. 

  

Should such a large component of the budget need to be spent on land remediation at Kyle Park
this would significantly reduce the budget available for the actual build and therefore would only
allow a smaller facility to be built. There would be no land remediation required for a build on
Denton Park.
 
This, along with the understanding that the existing sports ground users at Denton Park would be
accommodated for lost capacity should the community facility be built there, would on balance
make Denton Park a better option of the three preferred sites put forward for location of the new
facility.
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2568 Mark Coppell     Yes Denton Park Denton Park Best street visibility 
 
Best access to bus services 
 
Within walking distance of poorer areas (eg Hei Hei), more residents in Wigram have more 
transportation options 
 
Works in well with shopping - creating a true suburban hub 
 
Further (than Warren Park) from existing hub in Halswell  

2555 Rubecca Soper-
Hazlett 

Dress-Smart 
Hornby 

Centre Manager Yes Denton Park   Denton Park is the winner for me, the other locations have challenges that would be difficult to 
overcome to make this project work.  Keeping it all together makes sense operationally and 
financially to me and builds onto the current Hornby Hub of retail and services. 

2554 Pa Squire     Yes Kyle Park better place Kyle Park is not used at the moment, it also offers better access  

2550 Bronwyn Larsen c/o Community 
and Public 
Health, CDHB 

  Yes   Please see 
formal 
submission 
attached. 

  

2543 Jeanna Hoff     Yes Denton Park     

2536 Sandra Rogers     Yes Kyle Park   Ease of parking. Walking distance to mall and bus stops. Close to schools so they use it. Near main 
road.  

2532 Glenda Barnes     Yes Denton Park   Access.. on a bus route can be walked to from the Kyle park area via the underpass...this could be 
further developed so school kids from surrounding schools can walk through Kyle park to Denton 
park. I don't think Kyle Park being ex rubbish tip has the ability to be changed! 

2531 Mandy Hawkey     Yes Kyle Park   - Fantastic opportunity to upgrade Kyle Park and the park's connection to Hornby Hub.  
 
- Kyle Park is in desperate need of remedial work following the fencing off of parts of the park after 
the discovery of asbestos in some areas. The park has 

2530 Karl Henderson     Yes Denton Park   It’s close to buses and car parks and shops 

2507 Kim Whiteside     Yes Kyle Park     
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2504 Simone Gale   Yes Warren Park   The Wigram base is growing rapidly and it would be great to continue to support this area with a new 
leisure / services centre. I appreciate that additional public transport would be required however I 
see this as only adding to the new residential and commercial development at Wigram.  In contrast, 
the two other sites are in already busy zones making access due to traffic problematic. 
 
Barrington Mall and Pioneer Stadium are positioned well, making for a hub of activity in one area but 
not being so close that accessing them is too hard. I believe Warren Park and the Hub/Outlet Mall 
could offer the same combination.  
Warren Park is also the safest option (re crime rates) and I would therefore feel more comfortable 
using services at this site.  

2500 Barbara Withers   Yes Kyle Park   If it has to be all together then a short distance from the HUB - Hornby would be best to ease traffic 
congestion 

2498 Boey Lau   Yes Warren Park   Traffic will be an issue if the Lib/Leisure Centre is located at Denton or Kyle Park - as there is already a 
lot foot traffic with the shopping hub across the other side.  

2497 Jan Henderson Hornby Rugby 
Club 

Supporter Yes Kyle Park   Or any space left after school closures. 
 
Leave the rugby where it is at Denton park, as in the summer the cricket also use the ground plus our 
housie night every week as it is Central. 
 
Plus I can't see the same facilities being provided if moved 

2494 Sam Bunn Halswell United 
AFC 

General Manager Yes Denton Park   Denton Park is close to other amenities, bus service and away from large residential area. An 
integrated Hub makes it easier for the community to do everything in the one place 

2476 Andrew Leary     Yes Kyle Park   The library would be good for the two schools across the road from Kyle Park and you got more 
parking 

2475 Diana Laura Beth 
Clifford 

    Yes Kyle Park     

2473 Patricia Leary     Yes Kyle Park   Denton & Warren Parks are established sports fields in Hornby which should be kept for that use.  
Kyle Park has free land that is not used for sports etc for a possible new building.  Must keep the BMX 
track and build on the free land as there is plenty of unused land. 

2471 Lisa & Justin 
Chapman 

    Yes Denton Park   The most accessible site to Public Transport & surrounding services & main arterial routes 
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2466 Lyn Whitt     Yes Kyle Park   It will be a awful shame for the rugby and cricket club to loose there grounds and also they are 
shared by the local netball club, plus softball in the Summer they hold there Easter tournament there 
every year have done for the last 20 yrs.  Not to mention what you are taking away from our kids and 
our future generations 

2431 Jennifer Walker     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle park is within walking distance for many in the area, the elderly and families.  It is located close 
to the high school, primary schools and local preschools and kohanga - they can all work there.    It is 
easy walking distance from bus routes.   The leisure centre is so needed for the communities youth.   
There is nowhere for them to hang out in a positive manner.  Sockburn pool was awesome for this in 
summer, kids kept busy and not getting into trouble.   

2429 Adrian Dinnissen     Yes Warren Park   1. The Hornby Hub area is already at its limit as far as traffic is concerned, the connecting street are 
very narrow around Denton park and adding more congestion is not a problem that has many 
practical solutions.  
 
2. Facility parking around Denton or Kyle would most likely be overused by people using the 
remaining sports ground or people working at Hornby. 
 
3. Warren Park, although seeming to be dislocated from much of Hornby does have several benefits.  
 
a. Traffic congestion at this site is much less of a problem, and is also much easier to alleviate with 
major roads still have capacity for extra traffic. 
 
b. Wigram Skies, Awatea Green, Platinum Grove, Broken Run, Awatea Park, Brusio Estate, Knights 
Stream and Longhurst represent a huge amount of housing development within 2.5km of the Warren 
Park Site, the pool especially would be great for these areas to access while still encompassing the 
Hornby area. 
 
c. Both South Hornby School and Wigram School would be greatly positioned to make use of the 
facility. 
 
d. the Ministry of Education also have plans for a further school located at Knight Stream this also will 
be able to make great use of the facilities. 
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2425 Helena Dinnissen Wigram 
Primary School 

Innovation 
Consultant 

Yes Warren Park   I believe Warren Park is the best choice if we look at the area going forward. Though the other two 
sites are closer to some other destinations such as shopping precincts. The transport logistics around 
Kyle and Denton Park would be very costly to negotiate. Denton park is already in a difficult position 
transport wise, with this arterial route into Christchurch only ever going to get busier. Kyle Park 
wouldn't provide enough space for a great centre if suitable transport routes and parking were to be 
provided for on site. The loss of key services that those two sites provide would be a very great cost 
to the communities who use them, especially Denton Park. Warren park is more central to where 
new housing and development is occurring. It would seem to me that adapting bus routes to cater for 
Warren Park would be less costly than potential road upgrades needed for the other sites.  
 
Warren Park would also be a great option for the students and community of the soon to be built 
Wigram Primary School. With the children and staff moving from the larger Sockburn Primary School 
site that has a pool, to the smaller Wigram Site that has to cater to a role of 500, they are losing some 
of their great facilities. Having a pool, library and other community facilities, within a safe walking 
distance of the new school site would be a great asset to this school community. 

2419 Jenny Snook     Yes Kyle Park   I feel that Kyle Park would be more suitable than Denton or Warren Park. 
 
There is walking access from the back of the Hornby Hub - via the railway underpass making it easy 
for those wanting to walk to the facilities. Bus services are close as well. 
I also feel there would be less traffic congestion around Kyle Park. 
 
Whereas Denton Park site would have a lot more traffic congestion - there is already a lot of traffic 
congestion around the Hornby Hub and McDonalds areas now. So this would become a bigger 
problem. 
 
Warren Park is too close to the Halswell Facilities. It would also be a longer distance for elderly to 
walk or catch buses to get there. 

2373 Rema Krishnan     Yes Denton Park   Denton Park is closer to the existing Hornby Library and it is closer to Hornby Hub and easier for 
public transport also will be easier to locate and more visible. 

2371 Ramakrishnan 
Mukundan 

    Yes Denton Park   The Hornby area is a fast developing area and currently there is no leisure centre in the area. The 
most suitable place for a leisure centre would be adjacent to the library. 
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2370 Ian William 
McGregor 

    Yes Denton Park   This is the daily hub of Hornby residents and the life line to living in an ever changing world of 
shopping etc. Being a ratepayer and since the close of Sockburn Service Centre, again we have to use 
other centres outside our area to get service and for families to further their knowledge. 
 
Again it is where the hub of our daily chores begin, shopping and services and with the ease of 
parking this leisure centre would thrive and complete the way families can grow. 

2369 Judy Reed     Yes Denton Park   Keep central 

2368 Joyce Valmai Dunn     Yes Kyle Park   Because there is plenty of room. Won't add to the already congested traffic around Hornby shopping 
area but close enough. 

2355 Ann Edwards     Yes Denton Park     

2342 Athur Edwards     Yes Denton Park   Central hub of Hornby for all local residents of all ages including main bus routes and parking 

2303 Andrew Clarke     Yes Kyle Park   This is a redundant area. It is close to schools and also won't cause the transport and parking issues 
that will be occur at Denton. Denton is also a help usage area that would displace many. It is the 
same at Warren. 

2278 Kingsley Sampson     Yes Denton Park   It ticks all the boxes about proximity to transport, central location, ease of access and so on. It is the 
best of three not entirely suitable options. All have difficulties associated with them but this one has 
the least. Hindsight is a wonderful thing but it's a shame that some of the land adjacent to the 
current library that has recently been used for social housing wasn't set aside for this project. Then 
the angst about loss of sports fields at Denton Park would have been avoided.  

2222 Natha Eveleigh     Yes Kyle Park   No to Denton Park! 

2221 Graeme Langley Hornby Rugby 
League 

Committee 
member 

Yes Kyle Park   No to Denton Park! 

2216 Michael Stoddart     Yes Kyle Park   No to Denton Park! 

2214 Joseph Maea     Yes Kyle Park   No To Denton Park! 

2210 Helen McIlroy     Yes Denton Park   It would be an idea place for the Residents from Yaldhurst through to Templeton. 
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2209 Helen Howden     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle Park is not crowded out by commercial business. Easy to access Waterloo Road, plenty of 
parking space, very attractive area, not too busy with people or traffic, close to Hornby Hub. Warren 
Park is too far away. Denton Park is a nightmare traffic wise - very crowded busy esp rush hour 
traffic. 

2208 John Gale     Yes Warren Park   Warren Park is the largest site and as such it would have the least impact on the park.  It is also a 
sports hub and has quite a bit of off street parking already.  All the other sites are smaller, already 
have multiple uses and limited parking. Additional facilities would put added strain on them. 

2207 Heather Robertson     Yes Kyle Park   Not on the main road or by the shopping mall - but within walking distance and public transport. 

2206 Keith Meyer Hei Hei 
Pharmacy 

Community 
Pharmacy 

Yes Kyle Park   Has most room for development close to Hornby hub. Denton park would have been 1st choice but 
the traffic flow is so bad at times it would stop me using library. 

2204 Lynette Harris     Yes Denton Park   Ease if access to The Hub 

2201 Beer Panwar     Yes Denton Park Very easy to 
find 

If located at dental park public can visitor can find quick and close to the business point safe place 
and can get more business because lots of people do most of paper work at library and people  
shopping in the town they would not like to drive away from the town to get library. 

2196      Yes Kyle Park   It would be close to home, school (Hornby High School), and Hornby Mall - easily accessible.  

2180 Nova Mayo     Yes Kyle Park   handy to 4 Schools, Easy acent, promised to us as school children in 1952 by Paparoa Council 

2179 Timothy Patrick 
Moynihan 

    Yes Kyle Park   Handy to the Hornby Hub. A lot of space for the Library, customer Services & the Leisure centre 

2178 Marina Coles     Yes Kyle Park Wycola Park Hornby High School would benefit from the pool, and the Sports Groups. Everyone would benefit 
from the Library and the customer services centre. The traffic around the Hornby mall at the moment 
is terrible, Kyle park is wasted not being used. The L/CS/LS is a no brainer at Kylie park.  

2170 Mark Peters     Yes Warren Park   Warren Park is the best location with ample space available. Denton Park is not a suitable site due to 
existing sports uses. Kyle Park is not suitable as it will cost more to build due to previous landfill 
remediation costs.  

2011 Ann Kimber     Yes Denton Park   Close proximity to Public Transport.  Initial and on-going cost savings with all facilities being on the 
one site. 
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1944 Fiona Bennetts     Yes Warren Park   Large site allows for optimal configuration and car/bike parking facilities. Developing residential area. 
Safer area than Denton/Kyle Park. Not competing for car parking with other facilities (track, 
shopping, BMX track). 

1939 Geoff Holland Self and Mas 
Oyama 
Kyokushin 
Karate Dojo 
Christchurch 
Charitable 
Trust 

Trustee Yes Denton Park   Declaration of Interest 
 
I am submitting this primarily as a local resident.   
 
However, I am also a Trustee of the Mas Oyama Kyokushin Karate Dojo Christchurch Charitable Trust 
which uses the Scout Den in Denton Park.  The Dojo is very much an affected party, but at this stage 
there are insufficient details available to comment on how the Dojo may be affected except in a very 
general way.  The Dojo is flourishing and we would like to continue providing this facility for the 
youth in this area. 
 
The Trust requests that once the decision has been made about the location of the proposed facility 
we be officially regarded as an affected party and that we be included in any discussion about 
options, needs, etc. that may affect the Dojo. 
 
Introduction 
 
Only one of the options presented for the Hornby Library and Customer Services, South West Leisure 
Centre makes any sense, Denton Park.  
 
Since the earthquakes there has been a large shift of population, and of commercial and industrial 
activity towards the western areas of the city, and beyond.  This has resulted in a significant increase 
of activity in the Hornby area.  There needs to be holistic and realistic long term planning for this 
change.   
 
This proposal indicates that the Council is taking this matter seriously. 

The option that is the most practical, and that provides the greatest benefits must be the option 
selected, and any negative consequences to affected people and organisations will need to be 
managed to minimise these effects.  Opportunities will exist. 
 
Context 
 
The Hornby/Wigram/Islington commercial and light industrial area has become a major attractor of 
people and goods.  This has been occurring for many years, but in the last few years the process has 
accelerated hugely.   
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      The Hornby Commercial area has for many years been the regional commercial and cultural centre 
for western Christchurch.  Partly because of this, infrastructure has evolved to provide good access 
for people to this area.  The Hornby intersection is the key junction in the area, and the road network 
in the surrounding area and beyond reflects this.  There is good road access to the area from north, 
south, east and west.  Public transport routes converge on the centre.  Cycling facilities and 
pedestrian facilities have been developed, including the underpass linking Kyle Park and Denton Park.  
There was even a proposal for a Hornby Station in the unsuccessful attempt to revive passenger rail 
for Christchurch. 
 
General Comments 
 
The proposed Service Centre needs to be associated with the Hornby commercial activity centre, 
allowing for sharing of parking, transport, and social activities.  The whole area can become a key 
facility for the western areas of the city, providing a wide range of retail, community, cultural, 
recreational, dining and social activities.  It is the best fit with the Council philosophy of a Citizen Hub 
Strategy 
 
Hornby commercial area is now big enough to have real momentum that will focus growth here, and 
any reasonable alternative, i.e. Riccarton, is some distance away.  Church Corner or Sockburn Park 
are too close to Riccarton and too remote from Hornby to be considered. 
 
The sports clubs presently at Denton Park will have some level of existing use rights.  There may be 
potential to establish a shared, multi-purpose facility, either here, or elsewhere.   
 
Denton Oval would be a major effort to move.  Logically it would remain at Denton Park.  It is good to 
see that the central area is used for non-cycling activities. 
 
There is space behind and to the west of Denton Oval.  There is access to this area from Kathleen 
Crescent as well as from Chalmers Street.  This space may provide opportunities for development for 
sporting activities that require less space, e.g. martial arts. 
 
Rugby and Cricket are the other two main users of the ground.  Each of these activities has its own 
clubrooms.  These sports generally operate at different times of the year, and obviously sharing of 
the open space already happens.  There may be opportunities to gain real synergy between these 
two activities. 
 
Typically sports people do not take public transport to training or to club games, or other events. 
Broomfield Common is not too far distance and is currently not extensively used, and may be an 
option.  Parking would need to be dealt with. 
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      Details 
 
Denton Park 
 
It is immediately adjacent to a major, well-established commercial, cultural and Governmental 
centre.  Good opportunities for synergy with existing commercial activities may exist. 
 
It is a best fit with the Council philosophy of a Citizen Hub Strategy.  It reinforces Hornby as a 
complete social purposes hub.   
 
It is very close to the location of the existing library and community centre, there needs be little 
disruption to users of this facility. 
There is excellent access from all directions.  Private car, public transport, cycling and pedestrian 
traffic are all provided for. 
 
Parking could be coordinated through to the Hornby Hub and the Hornby Club. 
 
The western end of the mall area would be opened up creating a more attractive approach from this 
direction for cycling and pedestrian traffic. 
 
Issues with sports clubs and their existing use will require careful management to reduce negative 
impacts on these bodies.  It is an opportunity for sports clubs to plan together and to develop for the 
future. 
 
Kyle Park 
 
There are significant land issues- previously landfill. 
 
There is poor access from all but Hei Hei, Broomfield and Yaldhurst areas. 
 
It is close to three schools.  This may add to traffic issues around schools. 
 
There is poor connection to any other activity centre - South Island Main Trunk rail on south 
boundary, (cycle and pedestrian underpass only). 
 
It is primarily a residential area, (industrial on eastern boundary). 
 
There is a small wetland that provides a touch of nature to an otherwise fully urbanised environment, 
and any increase in activity would diminish this amenity.  
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      There may be opportunities for a shared facility with schools, particularly Hornby High. 
 
Warren Park 
 
There is poor access, private car is realistically the only option. 
 
It is not on any bus route. 
 
It is remote from any other activity centre. 
 
It is in a residential area.  Increased traffic and parking will reduce the amenity of the area. 
 
Increased activity will result in greater load upon local road network. 
 
There are planning classification issues. 
 
Conclusion 
 
There is only one realistic option for this proposal Denton Park, and I hope that the Council decides 
favorably on this option. 
 
There will be some impacts on four sports clubs in the park, but this is an opportunity for these 
groups to look to the future in the wider context of the changes in the west of Christchurch.  
Opportunities will exist. 
 
This is a community issue.  The Council has skilled, experienced staff who work closely with the 
community, and provide invaluable help, support and advice.  I see this group as key to the success of 
this proposal 

1938 Colin Dunn     Yes Kyle Park   Will not add to the already congested traffic around the Hornby mall area. 
 
A one way road link could be made under the railway taking traffic away from Chambers St to 
Waterloo Rd.  

1927 Adam Henderson     Yes Kyle Park   Have everything in one place.  Easy. 
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1926 Anne Hagerty     Yes Kyle Park   It seems a no brainer to me.  These facilities should be located away from the traffic congestion of 
the Hornby Mall and where the pool could be most used, across the road from two schools and 
leaving room for buses to bring other schools to functions etc.  Note - Denton Park is too well used by 
established organisations and should not be relocated. Just imagine the accidents and near misses 
with increased traffic in this small area, and lets face it most people will be travelling by car. 

1925 Mark Coulbeck     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle Park is currently mainly used by the bmx club which are only in a small section on the park so 
building the library and leisure centre here would not have such an impact on people already using 
the park. This park is across the road from the primary and high schools and they would be able to 
get a better benefit from the facilities being close to their grounds.  

1924 Sarah Arnold     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle Park is not going to have such an impact on sports clubs. The schools would be able to benefit 
with the facilities being across the road. There would not be such an impact on traffic and would be 
easier to access 

1920      Yes Denton Park Denton Park Will be safe for me and friends to go to from bus stop 

1918 Lewis Allan     Yes Kyle Park   Because the other 2 are already perfect parks that everybody uses 

1899 Kerry Wells     Yes Denton Park Denton Park It is the heart of Hornby and the correct location for a facility that will service the Hornby and wider 
community, and all demographics in it apose to a select few.  

1884 Shane Buckner Canterbury 
Track Cycling 
Inc. 

Chairperson Yes Denton Park   The existing cricket field of Denton Park, facing onto Main South Rd, is the most accessible of the 
three sites proposed, with good access to public transport and encouraging multi-purpose trips to the 
area, thus minimising car use and encouraging as many users as possible for the library and leisure 
facilities. However Canterbury Track Cycling Inc. endorses Denton park with the caveat that this site 
only proceed with provision of adequate parking, serving not only the service centre and leisure 
facility, but also Denton Park's league field and the velodrome. Track cycling is a sport that requires 
considerable equipment that cyclists bring with them every time they ride and race, and this 
equipment cannot be stored at the track. Track bikes are not road legal so our riders must drive to 
track with their bike, but also bags, and ergs or rollers, which are heavy and cumbersome to carry. It 
is not feasible to carry such equipment from on-street parking; the sport depends on on-site parking. 
Without car parking that caters for users of both facilities, and parking that is available nearest the 
track for use of track cyclists, any new development in the vicinity will cause serious disruption to the 
sport which already has its home at Denton. Denton park Velodrome is the only one in Greater 
Christchurch, and in fact has riders every week who travel from as far as Timaru to race. Our summer 
Carnival attracts cyclists from throughout New Zealand.  
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1883 Lucie Novotna     Yes Denton Park   Close to Mall and public transport 

1881 Tania Jones     Yes Warren Park   Warren park has a lot of room  

1866 Adrianne & Graham 
Mehrtens 

    Yes Kyle Park   Close to schools e.g. Hornby Primary, Hornby High, St Bernidetts, Gilberthorpes, as these groups 
would make more use of the centre, better parking and entry to centre 

1864 Details removed     Yes Denton Park Denton Park Denton Park is the ideal site for this fantastic community facility. It is great to see an investment in 
our community and in the people who will use it.  
 
Denton Park is a central location and easily accessible by car, foot, bike, public transportation etc. 
Denton Park is located on a main route making it a visual attraction. This would result in higher usage 
apose to being tucked away out the back in Kyle Park. 
 
Denton Park is a location which would provide a community link as it is central to all communities 
and schools, without being in a location that services one more than the other.  
 
Denton Park is a safer location, being in Kyle Park would mean crossing a busy railway line, children 
would not necessarily take the designated route. 
 
Vulnerable older members of the community would get use out of this facility, Denton Park is easily 
accessible, it is flat and a safer environment to prevent slip, trips and falls.  
 
Denton Park is currently in a rundown state and requires constant maintenance. Buildings are 
consistently vandalised, there is poor lighting and transient people sleeping in the oval which creates 
an unsafe environment for all park uses. 
 
Denton Oval is often not in use, this is due to the poor drainage creating a 'boggy' centre. This is a 
wasted resource in its current state. 
 
CLUBS-The community would benefit from a multipurpose building that could be a multi sport 
complex. This is a thought shared by members across all clubs. 
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1864 
contd 

      being located at Denton Park. 
 
Hornby RFC - Clubrooms are poorly maintained and backroom requires a rebuild. Grounds are easily 
relocatable. 
 
Cricket - Member numbers are declining, clubrooms are rarely used, pitch is easily relocatable  
 
Soccer - Clubrooms located in oval are used for after functions only, they do not use the park at all. 
 
Netball/Softball - They use RFC Clubrooms for after functions, they do not use park at all 
 
Cycling-Only use velodrome not park and no clubroom facility onsite. They will soon be relocating to 
a new facility so will only use oval for training  
 
Housie-Only use building not park, easily relocated to another location 

1855 J M Gallagher     Yes Denton Park   It will be very close for all elderly people and young that has been missing out of all the services in 
our centre a lot of sports clubs would be good at Kyle Park and Warren Park 

1847 Peter Peart     Yes Kyle Park   This is close to where I live and also close to public transport  

1841 Jane Lamb     Yes Denton Park   Works better with the existing shopping areas and has better access 

1832 Bob Shearing Hornby 
Community 
Care Trust 

Chairman Yes Denton Park     

1827 Murray Holmwood     Yes Warren Park   Or stay where it is 

1781 Robyn Peart     Yes Kyle Park   An underutilised area that has more potential for such a venue as it is close to many schools. 
Hopefully it will curb the crime issues. 

1763 Treena Johnston     Yes Kyle Park   Dont take denton park away...so next best option 
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1756 Kaye Banks Hornby High 
School 

Chairperson of the 
Board 

Yes Denton Park   The Board of Trustees of Hornby High School met last Monday 8 May 2017 and discussed the South 
West Leisure Centre consultation document. 
 
The Board were in agreement with all the services being co-located on one site and felt Denton Park 
would be the best location from a transport perspective for our community. 
 
The Board were also very keen to ensure that local sports clubs are assisted with finding alternative 
accommodation or arrangement made for the clubs to be located within the same vicinity. 
 
Thank you for allowing us the time to put forward a submission and look forward to hearing about 
the progress 

1755 Timothy Elder     Yes Warren Park   This area provides the greatest space for development, being 155,296sqm. While it does not have 
current public transport to the same extent as Hornby mall, it does provide the opportunity for 
development. While it was stated that developing such services would begin to use the funds set 
aside for the development of the facilities, it was also stated that a co-located facility would reduce 
the yearly running costs by an estimated $150,000 and due to the combined construction of the 
infrastructure required for the development, money could be saved for the public transport services. 
As well as this, it is also in an area of development. The Wigram area, the Halswell area and the 
Hornby area are all seeing development of residential areas focused on small commercial hubs. The 
Warren Park location would be at the centre of all of these areas, providing a location relative to all 
of these.  
 
The two closely located parks, Kyle and Denton are both congested areas. The traffic that flows 
through therein south road and the major northern roads are busy enough without the extra flow of 
pedestrians and the traffic that could be brought with people traveling to the area. Although the 
'Hub' has had upgraded parking, it would not cater for the increase, nor is there space for increased 
development. Warren park however, does provide an opportunity for this development.  
 
One of the greater problems with Warren park is its current use. It is used for a variety of sports, 
however if it was taken into consideration that the facilities upgraded or provided space for these 
sports then it would be viable. For Football, there has been the recent football academy built down 
the road in Yaldhurst. Warren is also used for cricket, however so is Denton, so if Warren was the 
elected area for the facilities, then Denton could provide a space for cricket to be developed more. 

1749 Leong Ee Wong     Yes Denton Park   Car Park is the issue and easy access 

1735 Anthony David 
Wright 

    Yes Denton Park   Denton Park's centrality, near the main centre of the suburb, on bus routes 
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1732 Jan Devereux     Yes Kyle Park   Close to schools for their swimming lessons, and library facilities.  
 
Close to mall leaving Denton Park as outdoor sports centre 

1731 Chris Devereux     Yes Kyle Park   This is a good central location 

1729 Rebecca Blair     Yes Kyle Park   More room and easier access than Denton Park (my 2nd choice).  Also close to home, so an easy walk 
with the kids 

1727 Donnell & David 
Lang 

    Yes Denton Park   Central to everything.  
 
Good access to great shops and bus services 
 
Good access to main roads 
 
A modest movie theatre would be great 

1726 Douglas & Joy 
Walker 

    Yes Denton Park   Integrating with Hornby Hub Mall an excellent idea 

1724 Maureen Blanchard     Yes Kyle Park     

1720 Patrice Jefferies     Yes Other The old South 
Hornby School  

South Hornby School is moving to Aymes Rd. Why can you not use the old suit? Please don't take 
Denton Park away from us! My kids, my niece and all my nephews use that park with their sports 
clubs. We love that park! 

1718 Lienno Wu     Yes Warren Park   It's close to many suburbs, convenient to many residents. 

1716 Adrian O’Connor     Yes Kyle Park   because noone uses it and people already use the others 

1711 Rebecca Blair     Yes Kyle Park   More room and easier access than Denton Park (my 2nd choice).  Also close to home, so an easy walk 
with the kids 
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1700 Alison Lynch     Yes Denton Park combined 
services 

Near Hub, Bus routes, Government departments. walking distance of schools 

1688 Francis (Frank) Lynch     Yes Denton Park Denton Park in 
front of the 
existing 
velodrome 

Easy access via footpath, foot traffic, cycles, vehicles and public transport, the site is a 10 minute walk 
from the nearby Hornby Hub Mall. The main road frontage would highlight the buildings visibility and 
provide easy access for pedestrian and vehicular traffic. Existing sport activities could be relocated to 
other nearby parks within the general area. 

1658 Sarah Wylie     Yes Denton Park   Denton Park is well connected to bus routes and a natural hub for residents of the wider community. 
However to work well, and to meet the needs of existing users of Denton Oval, the only venue for 
track cycling in greater Christchurch and the best velodrome in the South Island north of Invercargill, 
attracting regular users from the West Coast, Timaru, Ashburton, Marlborough and Nelson district, all 
of who, contribute significantly to our Christchurch economy, the development needs to occur in a 
manner that does not compromise the current car parking. This is already very overstretched. The 
development needs to be undertaken in a manner which significantly increases car parking for users 
of the proposed facility and the existing Denton Oval, and controls use of this parking to exclude 
shoppers and workers from the adjacent retail development. The development also needs to be 
made in a manner which enhances safety and surveillance in the area. The existing car parks and the 
oval are frequent targets of theft and vandalism, both during daylight hours and at night. Track 
cyclists love cycling, but they need to drive to track because the bikes are not road legal, and riders 
need to bring a lot of heavy equipment with them (ergs, rollers, bags) making onsite parking 
essential. Denton Oval hosts New Zealand's premier summer cycling carnival and this is a huge event 
for cyclists who travel from around the country to race, and many, many spectators who come to 
watch. Parking is critical to the smooth running of such events. With great parking and good design, 
the proposal could work well in my view.  

1621 James Harris Community 
Development 
Network Trust 

Manager / Hornby 
community youth 
worker 

Yes Denton Park Denton or Kyle 
park 

facilities must be centrally located within Hornby 

1617 James Harris     Yes Denton Park   These facilities must be located centrally in the Hornby area.  There is a new redeveloped primary 
school and high school in close proximity to a large shopping centre.  This needs to be centrally 
located. 

1607 Emma Jack     Yes Warren Park     

1603 Stephen Deans Hornby Rugby 
Club 

DIV 3 player and 
Junior Coach 

Yes Kyle Park   Denton Park has and should always be left for community sports (Rugby, Cricket, Softball etc.)  Leave 
Denton Park ALONE 
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1597 Aidan Lake     Yes Warren Park   Live close by Warren Park and would love to be able to send my daughter safely to use the facilities 
by walking, biking. Also the only negative against Warren Park is the lack of Public transport. At 
Denton many sports clubs are based and it is on a busy road. Kyle Park is a ex rubbish tip and would 
need costly remediation lessening the size of the facility. 

1594 Megan Reid     Yes Denton Park   We need something that is close to Hornby mall. Either Kyle Park or Denton Park are good locations 
as they are close to Hornby mall and the public transport options the mall includes. Either Kyle or 
Denton Park would help promote active modes of transport to access the new facility. Warren Park is 
too close to Te Hapua: Halswell Centre. 

1590 Rachel O’Connor      Yes Other Kyle Park or 
Sockburn 
Primary School 
current site 

Denton Park is on a main road, already has a lot of sports involvement there and history, and a real 
community between those sports clubs, separating them out between different sites would be 
harder for parents if you have children playing 2 different sports etc e.g rugby and Soccer you can 
drive to the same place and kids can split off for there own club rooms etc. That area is already to 
busy and dangerous for more children to be around that area. Kyle park is the best option yes I 
realise its an old dump but the facilities are inside and currently we have kids running around it now 
anyway. This way the library/facilities are closer for the Hornby High School / Primary School and 2 
other schools very close.  Warren Park already has to many sports already played there, not enough 
parking, no bus routes. Go to a site that is not already used and then you don't have to upset 
communities by trying to relocate sports facilities please. 

1587 Amy Hartnell Earthquake 
Disability 
Leadership 
Group (EDLG) 

Projects Facilitator Yes Denton Park   Denton Park is in the appropriate zone to add value to the Hornby community.  It is already used for 
recreational activities, close to existing infrastructure.  More thought will need to be put into access 
and perhaps an alternative entry rather than Main South Rd.  Accessible parking and drop off zones 
for those with mobility needs or parents dropping of students for sports needs consideration. 

1583 Marc Duff     Yes Kyle Park   Firstly thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the New Hornby Library and Customer 
Services and the South West Leisure Centre 
 
Totally agree that Hornby should be the site for the South West Leisure Centre and Library/Customer 
Services and should be build all on the same site. In my opinion Hornby has long been the poor 
cousin in terms of council funding/facilities compared to other suburbs and these facilities will give 
the area a massive lift. Its interesting that noises are already being made by some people that the 
Pool should not be in Hornby, it is like the facility will be too good for Hornby. Hornby is a massively 
growing area and the gateway from the South. 
 
My preferred site is Kyle Park as it would go on land that is currently not used and would give the 
Council the opportunity to turn unusable land into productive land. Surely is the aim of the council to 
not have asbestos land sitting vacant and not usable but rather to remediate the land. To have 
asbestos so close to the local high school must also be an issue. To use the other two sites mentioned  
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1583 
contd 

      Warren Park and Denton Park would disrupt current sports users and both parks are well used by 
their respective sporting bodies. 
 
Placing the facilities at Kyle Park would also dramatically change an unsafe area at most times of the 
day to a much safer area and that is the underpass between Kyle Park and the Hornby Hub for people 
walking. There would be a dramatic increase in the foot traffic between the Hub and the new facility, 
this would I think take crime, graffiti away from this area. 

1582 Lynlea Willan Hornby Netball 
Club 

President Yes Kyle Park   Parking will be easier to use, better location for schools to use, easier to get to. 

1581 Dorothy Gooding     Yes Denton Park   Within walking distance from my home 

1580 Charlotte Evers     Yes Kyle Park   It is the easiest location in terms of schools; it will cause less disruption to traffic flow; it presents an 
opportunity for the contaminated land to be remediated 

1579 Josephine Ford     Yes Denton Park   Central in Hornby.  Easily accessible by bus or car 

1578 Bev Hill     Yes Denton Park   Close to the Mall, parking, public transport 

1566 Phil Ainsworth     Yes Kyle Park   Intruding into Denton Park will ruin the current sports that currently use this park.   

1564 Craig Slight     Yes Other Old South 
Hornby School 
Site 

Kyle Park does not have anywhere near the parking needed, Denton Park is already beside a busy 
max carpark used place, plus is too busy an area with kids potentially running around next to Main 
South road and Warren Park is too far way from most of the Hornby/Hei hei population its designed 
for, although it has the lowest impact on nearby residents/businesses than the other two. 
 
The old School site is close by but not in too busy a road area and within reasonable walking distance 
to The Hub and bus routes, plus us routes are reviewed often by council so what is not there now 
may be in the future. Any surplus land bought can be on sold or land banked for future social housing 
, plus a big carpark can be made off the road if there is that much land there so residents parking is 
not affected when the facility opens 

1563 Mark MacManus     Yes Kyle Park   Makes sense near the hub plus more unused room than Denton park  

1561 Kendall Charles     Yes Kyle Park   Ideally situated next to the bike park and the hub 
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1554 Mark O’Connor     Yes Kyle Park   Not used for anything else room for parking  

1546 Te Arna Millett     Yes Warren Park   There is currently nothing on this site that is used by the community. You can't possibly take away 
Denton Park that is used so much and relied upon by people of all ages. Rugby, Netball, Soccer, 
Softball. 
 
Kyle Park is used by BMX teams and they heavily rely on this.  
 
It makes no logical sense to take away their sites!  

1539 Mollie Howarth Citizens Advice 
Bureau 

Manager Yes Denton Park   
 

1508 Hannah Morgan     Yes Denton Park   Denton Park has more visibility and should be easy for most people to get to, though traffic 
congestion in that area is a downside 

1507 Polly Woodward     Yes Denton Park   Close to the Hornby mall Hub, and Bus Transport available for all Senior Citizens, families without 
transport, plus security would be available. 

1506 Trish King     Yes Denton Park   It is closest to Hornby Hub and bus stop 

1505 Wayne Woodward     Yes Denton Park   Close to the Hornby Mall Hub, bus transport available for all 

1504 Jennifer & Anthony 
Davis 

    Yes Denton Park   Economically it makes sense to co-locate.  Denton Park is immediately adjacent to bus interchange 
and major retail Hub & more visible 

1503 Carol Heal     Yes Denton Park   So handy to Hub Hornby very convenient to shops and buses all at one place not to far to walk 

1502 John & Christine 
White 

    Yes Denton Park   Handy to Shopping Centre parking biking and walking catered to. 

1501 Liz McLennan     Yes Kyle Park   The Cricket & Rugby Clubs have occupied Denton Park for a long time and should not have to move 

1500 Suzanne Keats     Yes Denton Park   It is a handy location for me to access, and is walking distance 

1499 Dave Howell     Yes Warren Park   This site would be more suitable to serve the large and increasing population at Wigram. 
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1498      Yes Warren Park   Because there is a lot space out there to build it all 

1497 Pauline Wilson     Yes Denton Park   Good bus service for those without other transport, people will have more reason to go there with all 
the other shops etc & so more likely to use the library. 

1495 Murray, Ena & Keri 
Robinson 

    Yes Kyle Park   Kyle Park has better area to do what is required a wider deeper vehicle opening could be designed 
and built under the main south rail line also vehicle entrance off Waterloo Road, give access from the 
Hub side. 

1448 Jeremy Field     Yes Kyle Park   Underutilized currently and would disrupt less organisations 

1446 Lynette Anderson     Yes Kyle Park   I think it makes sense to put it where there is no one using the ground for anything else. Definitely no 
to Denton Park this ground is used for a big number of activities - (lots of sport summer and winter, 
children's play area, outdoor exercise activities all year round just to name a few) and to take a lot of 
the grass area from public & others uses would be a very very sad day for a lot of people in Hornby 
and other uses outside of Hornby please please leave our Denton Park alone. 

1444 Stu Ward     Yes Other Wycola Park No to Denton Park. It is already the heart of the community with so many sporting groups using it all 
year round. 

1412 Jason Dorgan Hornby rugby 
club 

Run the touch and 
coach rugby for 
the club 

Yes Kyle Park   It is the only place to have the pool and library because all the other places that you have allocated to 
hard two move the rugby club, cricket club, netball club and all other clubs that are involved so that 
why Kyle park is the perfect place to put the pool and library it might be a bit dear to build but you 
can get started on building it straight away.  

1409 Colin Wise     Yes Denton Park   Denton Park is part of the Hub of all of Hornby and can be reached by all ages of people young and 
all. People can reach Hornby by bus, car and walking. Close to all schools for information while 
Warren Park is a long way from everything. Make this a place for sports grounds as people come to 
this by car anyway. 

1402 Anna Scarlett     Yes Warren Park     

1399 Mary Harrison     Yes Kyle Park     

1398 Jess Hawkins     Yes Kyle Park     

1393 D Apolosi     Yes Other South Hornby 
School as this is 
relocating  

Prefect site great location  
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1391 Kay Herriott     Yes Kyle Park   Traffic and parking is already dreadful at The Hub Hornby to the point that I very rarely go there 
nowadays as I can't be bothered sitting in traffic and fighting for car parks anymore so putting this 
into Denton park would only make traffic congestion worse. Warren park is too far away from all the 
other retail areas in Hornby, plus too far away from the bus exchange at the Hubb.  Warren park is 
also only 5 mins from the currently Library, Service Centre and Pool area in Halswell, which seems 
really pointless to build another one so close. If it was in Kyle park the local schools could also use the 
pool easily, and also the sports clubs that currently reside in Denton Park. Public transport is then 
easily located at the Hubb Hornby, which is only a very short walk from Kyle Park.  

1378 John Yin Environment 
Canterbury 
Regional 
Council 

Public Transport 
Operations 
Planner 

Yes Denton Park   The Denton Park site has ready access to public transport. Currently, there is a pair of stops directly in 
front of the site on Main South Road. These stops are served by Yellow Line and Route 130. The Hub 
Hornby bus hub is also within 200 metres & walk from Denton Park. The Hub is served by Yellow Line, 
Routes 125, 130, 140 and 960. Together the bus services provide good connections to nearby suburbs 
including Hornby, Hei Hei and Islington, and beyond. 
 
The Denton Park location would facilitate easy access to the proposed community facilities. 
Compared to the other two options, it offers an attractive alternative to car travel and alleviates the 
pressure for on-site parking space.  
 
Therefore, Environment Canterbury considers Denton Park to be the preferred option for the co-
location of the Hornby Library and Southwest Leisure Centre. The location would enable the 
proposed facilities and public transport to be mutually facilitative to each other in creating a civic 
centre for residents in the southwest of the city. 

1375 Viv McLare     Yes Kyle Park   There is already far to much traffic congestion around the Hornby Hub and a serious lack of parking.  
Placing the Pool at Denton park will only add to it.  Denton Park is the centre for many sports but Kyle 
Park is far under utilised and therefore the pool should go there which also places it with easy access 
for the 3 nearby schools. Why can't the library stay were it is? 

1374 Monique Harding     Yes Denton Park   Close to shopping centre, public transport and main travel routes 

1370 Hayden Scott 
Kennedy 

    Yes Kyle Park   It will Keep some of the traffic away from the HUB. Closer to the schools. A lot more open area to use 
that wont effect the sports grounds. 

1368 Rachel Roberts     Yes Kyle Park Kyle Park The Hub itself is too busy already. I live in Hornby and I avoid the place like the plague. By placing the 
facility there will increase the traffic and people 3 fold. I think by placing it in Kyle park, there is more 
room for the flow of traffic and also easy access to the mall. PLEASE DO NOT PUT IN DENTON 
PARK!!!! 
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1361 Marie Sargeant Hornby RFC Manager of U14s Yes Kyle Park   Its right across from the high school meaning the child would be able to use the facilities and most of 
Kyle park isn’t use for anything. 

1360 Kevin Bedford     Yes Warren Park   Warren Park is a larger site to accommodate this facility  

1353 Philippa Lynch     Yes Denton Park   Close to Hornby Hub, easy access, easy for bus transport 

1350     Yes Warren Park   Warren Park has a lot of extra space that goes unused, the other parks are used quite often by 
community groups. Warren Park would be a great location as it is also close to Wigram Skies, as well 
as Hornby, therefore getting more business and income. 

1290 Vicki-Jayne Anderson     Yes Denton Park   The central location will ensure it is more easily able to be accessed by low income families in the 
area who will greatly benefit from the use of such facilities. 

1276 William Dix     Yes Kyle Park   Close to my house 

1255      Yes Denton Park     

1254 Saphire-Jade 
MacManus 

    Yes Denton Park   Close to many different buses for easy transport. 

1224 Megan Beaumont     Yes Other Sock burn 
school site 

Sock burn school - Well seen location, enough space to expand in future and provide other services. 
Enough space for car parking and a great area to make a great feature and entrance to Hornby!!!  

1222 Natalie Maxwell     Yes Warren Park   Denton park already has three dedicated sports that call it home.  Are you prepared to loose the 
purpose built cycle track and stands, rugby and soccor clubs for a south west leisure centre with 
limited parking when either option of Kyle or Warren park especially Warren park have larger 
grounds and established parking. What is the rationale for putting Denton park forward for 
consideration? 

1214 Alesha Millard     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle park is in the heart on Hornby without taking away Hornby rugby main grounds it is also 
adjacent to the high school and one of the primary schools in the area and still very close to the other 
primary schools  
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1198 Tracie Hanson     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle park is sitting there with ample space being wasted, yes it needs ground remediation to be built 
on but in the long term it would be worth it. An integrated hub with car parking would fit in this 
space perfectly. It would be a shame for Hornby rugby and cricket to lose their grounds along with 
their history. Kyle park is across the road from two schools, schools which will only continue to grow 
in given time, the location is visible, it would be easily accessible to the public by public transport, 
biking or walking. Warren park has the space but it's too far out which makes it difficult for everyone 
to access and it would be tucked away from the public eye. Ideas: change the under-tunnel pass at 
Kyle park to an overpass bridge, plan to build the integrated hub two storey? so it's also visible from 
the mall/denton park side so people can see it and walk straight over the bridge to the hub whilst 
being safely seen. Install security cameras, an alarm system, could make the gym a 24/7 access gym 
which would mean people being around at all different times of the day and night, put a fence but 
not an enclosed one but one you can still see through around the hub with lockable/swipe card gates 
into building it would add a little bit more security as well as protecting gardens, a nice lawn lunching 
area? Hornby has the potential to be lose its old name and be made into an up and coming place to 
live and an admired integrated hub would be a great start! 

1176 David Wong     Yes Kyle Park   (1) Co-located save Investments and Operating cost. 
 
(2) Easy to manage and maintain. 
 
(3) Close to Hornby School (just like Riccarton Library close to Riccarton High has been a great 
success) 
 
(4) Close to Hornby Hub but not sharing the same road and therefore, less congested. 
 
(5) SH1 is already over crowded. 

1174 Aaran Jack     Yes Denton Park   Best fit for all of your stated aims. Meets the needs of the most people and is close to public 
transport links. 

1166 Hayley Ronaldson     Yes Denton Park   Because it would be a good idea  

1163      Yes Denton Park   It is close to home, shops and transport links.  

1162 Evan Harris     Yes Denton Park   It must be connected via Chalmers Street to the retail area adjacent.  Many shop when they go to 
Library and service centre. 
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1161 Matthew Percival     Yes Kyle Park I prefer Denton 
park over Kyle 
Park as it is 
better located 
to the existing 
infrastructure 
services such 
as Bus, rail, 
Road and 
shopping 
centres 

Operational savings of a combined facility make sense 
 
It would be very useful to compare pool facilities density per population in the Christchurch Area with 
that of Auckland or Wellington 
 
Kyle Park has a higher population density within a kilometer than the other two sites (see attached) 
 
it also could provide for a rail link to the Christchurch rail station, Lyttelton and Belfast areas 
 
Denton Park would rate next in line with Warren park third 
 
If Denton was selected the Velodrome could be relocated to Nga Puna Wai or Warren Park 

1145 Victoria Moore     Yes Denton Park   Make it one stop shop.  Close to the hub 

1144     Yes Kyle Park   Beside Hornby High School 

1143 Kaitlyn Chen Kong Chen   Yes Other   It is very good for the co-located library and customer service and the south west leisure centre here.  
Closed the Hornby hub also Hornby high school 

1113 Luke Sheppard     Yes Denton Park   It is close to public transport links, and accessible to all age groups.  

1092 Sharon Karipa     Yes Kyle Park Closer to the 
schools 

This would be easier access to the schools, St Bernadettes, Hornby Primary, Hornby High School and 
Gilberthorpes Road schools are all on the same side of the tracks. 

1058 Wendi Stewart     Yes Denton Park   It is the most central point for Hornby and near the Hub and other services 

1035 Tania Nutira     Yes Kyle Park   Plenty of room available for a combined facility.  Good visibility, with the opportunity to improve this 
even further.  Handy for the community.    

1026 Theresa Buller     Yes Denton Park   I would like to see it close to the Hub to make it easier to do everything in one trip. However this will 
have a massive impact on the parking at the mall - I would hope that extra parking would be provided 
and the sports fields would be replaced elsewhere (perhaps at the Sockburn School site?).  

1024 Patricia Alston     Yes Denton Park   The central location  with easy access to the Hub and bus exchange 
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1017 Erin Cowlishaw     Yes Denton Park   Keeps everything nice and close and creates a hub much like what the council is looking for. 
 
Also ensures schools can benefit from it. 
 
No point spending money to acquire land - money can then hopefully be utilised to either help with 
potential congestion on Main south Rd or ideally put back into other facilities at Denton park such as 
the velodrome. 
 
Also don't wont added traffic around my own home. Get enough randoms lurking (Drinking, lingering 
and general gathering) around Warren Park and the smaller one close by that any extra reason for 
them to be here is not wanted. 

1005 Megan Chinnery     Yes Warren Park   The other proposed sites are in an already busy area. Many will be put off visiting because of this. 
Warren Park is more residential so will be able to foster a sense of a true community facility more 
authentically. Warren Park is a nice park but is currently under utilised, especially in the winter when 
it is dark. 

991 Jayne Yardley     Yes Denton Park  It is in a 
central location  

This a good location as it is close to all other facilities in Hornby.  

990 Sarah Davidson     Yes Denton Park     

988 Jane Dorgan     Yes Warren Park   There is already far too much the traffic congestion at Hornby mall is really bad as it is, where are the 
fields going to be replaced at if at Denton  

987 Marie Hanson     Yes Warren Park   Would get better usage of all facilities and would mean overall cost to accomplish all objectives 
would be less.  Better for community that it is integrated- more convenient 

960 Stacey Holbrough     Yes Warren Park   The cost sharing and savings  

928 Sarah Nicholas     Yes Denton Park   It is close to the heart of Hornby, building a sense of community in a growing area. The Hub is already 
a destination and the library/community centre would build in to that. Being on Main South Road it 
will be visible and easy to access. 

890 Dawn Scoon     Yes Denton Park   It is handy to bus service and means people who do not drive will be able to use easily 
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843 Sharlene Sallabanks     Yes Warren Park   The mall at Hornby is already to busy with dangerous levels of traffic, causing congestion and stress. 
Despite the argument for hubs and visibility, those who wish to use libraries and pools will seek them 
out.  

826     Yes Kyle Park   Close to shopping centre and isnt out far away from Hornby (Warren park location) nor taking over 
well-used sports fields (Denton Park) 

781 Carina Duke Blind 
Foundation 

Practice Advisor Yes Denton Park   Denton Park is located adjacent to the Bus Hub which will make it more accessible for those who are 
unable to drive cars.  It is closer in distance to the Bus Hub and Commercial facilities that people in 
the surrounding area use.  Kyle Park is more complex to travel to and could involve more time on 
buses.  The route does not comply with CPTED and there are known security issues.  Travelling to this 
facility during low lighting or low pedestrian numbers would be perceived as unsafe.  But if this site is 
chosen there will be added congestion issues.  On the weekends traffic into Chalmers Street to access 
the commercial premises results in high volumes of queueing traffic around the lights.  This creates 
issues for pedestrians walking to the facilities and there is no priority at driveways for pedestrians.  
The accessible routes for those using footpaths would need to be addressed.  Many are currently not 
easily accessed due to design and widths. 
 
There is currently on weekends an over demand for car parking in the surrounding neighbourhood.  
Siting the facility here may lead to issues of non users using the available car parks or is there room 
to have use of the car parks in defined hours? 
 
A signalised crossing would be required and traffic management to deter use of Chalmers Street as a 
through route/short cut by drivers. 

712 Kelly Robinson     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle Park is a good size. It is close to Hornby Mall so people can easily catch a bus. It is on a main road 
but it is not as busy as Main South Road so won't cause to much traffic congestion. And also it isn't 
messing with any sports clubs should it go there. 

711 Rowena Clemence     Yes Kyle Park   Close to 2 schools in the area.   

708 Samantha Metcalf     Yes Kyle Park   There is so much potential for Kyle park, I think it is wasted. 
 
There is not enough parking at Denton park. 
 
Warren park is too far away from everything, you would get the same problem now of, Where is it 

707 Zane Eaton     Yes Kyle Park     
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706 Richard Jefferies     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle park is the better choice as it impacts far fewer local sporting groups Denton is used not only by 
rugby and cricket touch league softball karate soccer  netball all use this park in some format as a 
coach of a team that uses this park I know 1st hand of the value to the community of these groups in 
helping kids grow and develop into confident people it's not just about the game it helps grow a 
sense of community  

704 Roshean Woods     Yes Denton Park   Denton Park and Kyle Park are both good options as long as existing sports facilities are improved or 
relocated nearby between Kyle and Denton Parks and sufficient car parking is provided. Originally I 
had thought Kyle Park would be best, however, seeing that the site may be contaminated and take 
more work to build, perhaps Denton Park is most suitable. It is near the central Hub in Hornby and 
other sports facilities. Care would need to be taken regarding access from the street.  

702 Janette Park     Yes Warren Park   Traffic and sporting issues rule out Denton Park. 
 
Kyle Park is a danger to health as my own family found out when playing sport there!  

691 Tuan Truong     Yes Denton Park   It's near my house and reduce crime at the underpass 

690 Shontelle Codyre     Yes Warren Park   I think the other sites would cause to much congestion if this went ahead on those sites. It is already 
congested around Hornby mall due to a poor layout  

687 Helen Ritchie     Yes Warren Park   Room for the facility not too far from Hu  and parking wouldn't interfere with the hub too much con 
jesting round the hub now 

683 Holly McLaren     Yes Warren Park   Not Denton Park. 
 
Being at Warren Park will not add to the horrific traffic congestion already experienced in Hornby. 
This Park is under utilised 

682 Scott Rushton Rugby, softball,  Member kids play  Yes Kyle Park     

680 Kazimir Podstolski     Yes Denton Park   I believe Denton Park would be the ideal spot, it has enough area for a combined facility, and has 
excellent access to the surrounding community, being so close to the hub. Warren park would be too 
inaccessible for most. 

677 Meredyth Anderson     Yes Other 
 

I believe that this is the most central site as I have lived in Hornby and Leeston and my son attended 
the BMX  track at Kyle park. 
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674 Kristal Collie     Yes Kyle Park   Kyke park because its still within the Hornby hub. I want to keep our sports grounds for the kids. 
Sports are the kids future. 

670 Arahia Maea     Yes Kyle Park   There are three schools that can utilise it and is very central. It won't cause too much disruption to 
sports as it is only cricket that play there. 

667 Jess Dixon     Yes Denton Park   Close to children to access from bus and schools.  

665 Georgia Washbourne     Yes Kyle Park   Close proximity to everything and it seems like a wasted park currently with barely any use other 
than the bmx track which is rarely used as well.  

664 Nour Maache     Yes Other Sockburn 
School or 
Denton Park 

Both Sockburn School and Denton are central to wider communities in Hornby, Hei Hei, Upper 
Riccarton and sprawling Wigram 

662 Georgia Travis     Yes   Sockburn 
School 

Plenty of existing parking, off road parking and central to Wigram, Sockburn and Horby and easily 
accessible from Hei Hei and Upper Riccarton 

659 Sally Nutira     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle Park is under utilised. 

658 Nick Ross     Yes Kyle Park 
 

No sport is played there. Simple. We are a sporting nation! You surely can't build it on Denton park it 
is the home  

656 Julie Taramai     Yes Kyle Park   A space thats not used so much and is at good distance to link community schools and shops yet keep 
some maun traffice away if it was a Denton the roads would be worse by the hub mall altgo and 
entrance way from shops to kyle park would help link all together  

652 Claire Hellyer     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle Park is under utilised, is across the road from 2 Schools for easy access to Facilities, also 
Waterloo Rd could cope with more traffic unlike Main South Rd. It will also clean up to area by the 
rail underpass. Kyle Park is also very close to Bus Stops and eating establishments within and around 
the Mall. This area is long overdue for this development, but we also need to keep in mind the 
Denton and Warren Parks are fully utilised by Sports and Recreation, and there will be no where for 
these Clubs etc to relocate if Denton and Warren are chosen, so would effectively finish the Clubs. 

650 Rose Nutira     Yes Other Either of the 
school sites or 
Broomfield 
Common or 
the park area 
at Wigram on 
Corsair Drive 

Denton  Warren Parks are both currently used as sporting grounds ... cricket, rugby, touch rugby etc.  
Currently parking is atrocious around Denton Park and unless the council are willing to build for 
parking (and manage it) then atrocious will become catastrophic.  Best options are the abandoned 
school sites, with Broomfield Common & Wigram Park Corsair Drive possible wildcard options .... 
providing sufficient parking is included. 
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648 Joanne Thomson     Yes Kyle Park   Kyle Park is not really used much as a sports ground whereas the other two are also plenty of space 
available  , is central to Hornby  

645 Nicola Cole     Yes Warren Park   Quiet and big location 

643 Susan Butler     Yes Denton Park   Easy access for those that are disabled and also close to bus hub and several bus routes so easier for 
elderly also 

641 Jason Marsden The Hub 
Hornby 

Centre Manager Yes Denton Park   Good multiple access options from pedestrian to vehicle.  Close to The Hub so adds to community 
amenity and shared use visits.  Under utilised space at present, well overdue for upgrade. 

640 Amy Rolton     Yes Kyle Park     

635 Lorie Ashley     Yes Warren Park   Huge park. Not on a busy main road.  Nothing else happening on that side of Hornby. 

634 Lesley McGuigan     Yes Denton Park   Very close to the buses that come into The Hub at Hornby. It will be close to shopping, only one trip 
needed.  

 




